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Abstract: To turn into a far superior educator, instructors are urged to rehearse 'an intelligent psyche' to have an understanding of what's going on inside the homeroom and unravel what works and wouldn't work (Farrell, 2018). Educators, English language instructors particularly, are probably going to confront numerous difficulties not just inside the worldwide economy and serious market of English training yet in addition to the requesting idea of an instructing vocation. Along these lines, this investigation is intended to help distinguish the issues and difficulties experienced by 15 educator learners' who embraced their instructing practicum. The account request approach was wont to distinguish the issues and difficulties of their instructing execution. Utilizing accommodation testing in picking the examples, reflection papers and semi-organized meetings were utilized in light of the fact that the instruments to accumulate information. The discoveries showed that, educator's voice, homeroom the executives, showing techniques, learning systems, English correspondence boundaries, jargon information, exercise arranging, instructing evaluation and study hall inspiration were among the issues and difficulties the students experienced. The sign is that, by thinking back, instructor learners would comprehend the pith of a legit language (English) educator, likewise as, to reflect, self-study, evaluate and improve a piece of their instructing. Being aware of the issues and difficulties during a genuine instructing climate can shape instructor learners individual and expert development and might be a legitimate asset for going ahead and to make progress in their educating calling profession.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of language is that the establishment of any remaining learning. Language characterizes us as human. To be human is to utilize language, and to talk is to be an individual. Language is that the vehicle of correspondence. English as a solid vehicle of correspondence is a connection language during a multicultural and multilingual society like India and furthermore as an overall etymological arbiter. It holds a region of status in our country, even following seventy years since Britishers left India. No other language be that as it may, has come up to trade English, either as a mechanism of correspondence or as a legislator language.

Showing Practicum (TP) is one among the premier significant stages in instructor's schooling. Appropriately, English instructors need to go through a comparable preparing to make progress in their English showing calling (Trent, 2013). To be an able instructor inside the field of English educating, a teacher needs a developing assortment of information to help understudies accomplish deep rooted learning. Subsequently, successful educators require rethinking their fundamental standards, philosophies and trainings, for example, through an instructing reflection. Training reflection is considered a rich cycle of intuition during which showing standards, information and learning have an intelligent relationship (Mann and Walsh, 2017). Considering individual instructing execution may build up proficient validity and measure a teacher trainee's worth as an English instructor. As educator learners are viewed as a piece of the showing measures, they're learning as understudies as well as instructor’s in-production who attempt to discover and comprehend their qualities and shortcomings during a genuine homeroom circumstance. This training isn't simply basic to educator's expert turn of events yet in addition upgrades understudies' learning progress (Wallace, 1998). This examination expected to detect the issues and difficulties of English instructor learners' instructing practicum execution at one among the bilingual schools in Bangkok. With the reasoning that, subsequent to completing the course works, educator students are frequently loaded up with thoughts which they accepted would assist them with being prepared to show English effectively. Anyway what occurred inside the ELT homeroom once they were understudies varies from the reasonable side of instructing where they show their capacity to utilize hypothesis to rehearse. In this manner, instructor students had the chance to think back all together that they can push ahead by pondering the different parts of English educating and comprehend their individual showing ability, proficient norm, and to build new information (Kaldi and Pyrgiotakis, 2009) in order to make successful exercises. This investigation is a push to address the inquiry: What are the issues and difficulties of English instructor learners' instructing practicum execution?

II. PROBLEMS OF TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE IN INDIA

During a nation like India classes of blended capacity bunches are an element of every town or town. In the vast majority of the farming pieces of India, getting the hang of encouraging cycle is finished inside the vernacular language. On the contrary hand, the vast majority of the serious assessments (advanced education and business) require English as mechanism of
guidance. The proportion of researchers to educators is high, bringing about inadequacy. The horticultural air doesn't give understudies the opportunity to talk and learn English. The components of the classes wherever is significantly huge. This is regularly one among the clarifications why singular consideration is preposterous to the researchers. Instructing of English requirements an uncommon change for the benefit of students in schools and universities. The researchers of rustic and semi-metropolitan regions in India face huge loads of issues as English isn't their maternal language. English is their subsequent language. In numerous spots, English turns into the third language as they need a territory language, at that point Hindi followed by English. When contrasted with the students from metropolitan territories, students from rustic zones face more troubles during the technique for language obtaining. In metropolitan territories guardians are for the most part instructed. Along these lines, the homegrown climate helps the researchers from metropolitan territories get the language rapidly. Understudies don't get opportunity to talk or peruse in English inside the rustic pieces of the country. In towns and little towns understudies essentially hail from rustic zones. Bilingual strategy is received in language classes. This strategy assists just with easing back students somewhat. Also, this demonstration lessens the significant learning measure as a whole. In the event that an understudy doesn't comprehend in English, the person in question requests a proof in L1 for example in their maternal language. Therefore, English instructor is during a state to receive bilingual technique. Absence of prepared instructors in country regions has become a reality. Instructing might be a persistent interaction and instructors in rustic India are regularly suspended from going to workshops and classes to familiarize themselves with new ways and techniques. the rural populace of India, which relies upon agribusiness and restricted pay, find your self sending their kids to government schools where English isn't educated as an ability yet as a theme.

"All through India, there's a conviction among most stations and classes in both provincial and solid regions inside the extraordinary force of English. English is seen not even as a helpful ability yet a logo of higher life, a pathway out of destitution and persecution". (Graddol p.12) Grammar interpretation technique is utilized by the educator to show little youngsters, where the instructor discloses each word to understudies inside the language to shape him/her comprehend and learn English. In any case, this technique faces a genuine detriment. Both the educator and subsequently the understudy focus more on L1 rather than L2. During this strategy English class is by all accounts L1 class rather than L2 class. Understudies get just restricted advantage through this methodology. Lamentably, this is regularly still being used in numerous country schools all through India. Language may be dominated by rehearsing every one of the four abilities viz. Tuning in, Speaking, Reading and Writing. The rural encompassing doesn't permit the student to rehearse any of the abilities. Numerous educators can't show English successfully in light of the fact that they face huge loads of issues on account of the deficiency of showing helps, non-accessibility of needed specialized help and applicable environment to show English adequately. Educator planning courses aren't prepared to outfit the instructors with sufficient information, abilities and subsequently the capacity to be prepared to show the subject viably in school.
The circumstance is deteriorated by the very truth that English isn't the language of exchange in country India, in this manner giving instructors a truly minimal possibility of rehearsing what they need realized. Instructors had the opportunity to redesign themselves through a spread of means—intermittent workshops, video/sound accounts of substance to be educated, undertakings and tasks. The main part of Indian rustic understudies, particularly inside the provinces of Bihar, U.P. what's more, Maharashtra, discover English as a truly troublesome subject to discover. Since a large portion of the researchers are original students, they have the direction from guardians et al. but understudies study English, they're not able to supply even one sentence with none linguistic blunder in English. The reasoning for this is frequently that they study subjects from the assessment perspective.

Our assessment framework is such it makes understudies' repetition retention as opposed to testing their scientific and creative abilities. During this cycle, they remember exercises, replicate them in test corridors and fail to remember them an identical day itself. We can't anticipate a predictable norm of articulation briefly language in a particularly colossal country, where even the maternal language is spoken contrastingly by various gatherings of individuals having a place with a comparable language local area. In figuring out how to talk English, the maternal language by and large meddles with its elocution. The students additionally in light of the fact that the educators communicate in English with local language propensities. In any event, during English periods most educators show English without giving the researchers appropriate practice in discourse since they're not appropriately prepared enough to rehearse it. They fail to remember that every language contrasts in pressure, pitch and articulation. The outc

The outcome's that in the wake of learning/showing English for quite a while at school and school, the majority of individuals can't communicate in the language with comprehensible exactness. Listening is a significant mastering expertise but the premier ignored ability in Indian homerooms. it's ignored as instructors take it with none thought that students consequently obtain this ability with no uncommon preparing Peer educating, pretend and gathering exercises, are uncommon in Indian homerooms. In India, addresses talk. Educator talking time is very a large portion of the recommended time. The class listens inactively. The students aren't urged to pose inquiries.

The instructors should include their understudies to figure two by two, gatherings and groups and get ready research papers, projects, and so forth Hence, regardless of being shown English in class and school for quite a while, students neglect to discover the language. They can't write in adequate English of their own, can't utilize English properly and easily in discourse and once in a while can't comprehend discussions in English.

For what reason does this occur? Does it imply that English instructors in India can't educate? The educating of English in India has been text-arranged since the beginning (pilgrim times) since British Government's strategy was to make a classification of Indians who might go about as a cradle among British and hence the Indians. Subsequently, rudimentary information on English was required for a classification of Indians.
Destinations of instructing and learning English have gone through a change in the years after Independence. Still English training in India is text-arranged.

Remedial Measures Challenges before English language instructors in India are tremendous. It gets harder and requesting in rustic zones on the grounds that in such regions the instructor is that the model, to whom an understudy searches for all adapting needs. they should be prepared to oblige the reasonable necessities of students, to shape them adequately skilled to interface with one another and furthermore to recover data wherever the planet Building an affinity along with your group—Assuring grin and hello from an instructor to the researchers, assists them with holding with the educator immediately.

At the point when the researchers bond with the educator, they will discover learning the language a lot simpler. Spot of English ought to be characterized—English offers tremendous freedoms to all or any. The approach with respect to the spot of English in our schooling framework ought to be characterized. This could be resolved keeping in sight its utilization and tremendous freedoms inside the field of science, innovation, sociologies, theory, reporting, worldwide exchange and discretion. Remembering the main points of encouraging English—The educator should empower the researchers to know English when addressed empower the researchers to talk, peruse and write in English Grammar interpretation strategy ought to be kept away from Teacher should discover a few different ways of assisting understudies with appreciating the language exercises and of building their certainty they should utilize English as a mode of articulation To inspire the researchers thoroughly consider English Create certainty of communicating in English openly during a situation where neither satisfactory assets nor devices are accessible, English instructors themselves need to devise imaginative approaches to frame their understudies' trip the flight of stairs without any problem.

This will be through with a purpose, as Patel says: “I even need to create open doors for the researchers to utilize English in significant, sensible and applicable circumstances'. (Parel, 2008, p.07). An instructor's job is gigantic in country regions on the grounds that the understudy has just a teacher to emulate and gain from. Instructors' duty lies not just with the regular or more normal understudies yet additionally with less than ideal and moderate students. a fair educator must deal with classes for every one of the researchers during a homeroom. Singular consideration will tackle numerous issues, which emerge while taking class. An English educator must urge the researchers to talk in English as it were. This demonstration makes them certain. Educators ought to rouse understudies for participative learning. This may address every one of the impediments in understudies. Showing learning is definitely not a single direction measure. It’s a multi-way measure.
III. THE CHALLENGES OF TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

- Lack of Resources. In your study hall back home, you'll be wont to educating with extravagant projectors, whiteboards, workstations, and projects through the web
- Limited Support. Instructing a zone loaded up with outsiders a substitution and unknown dialect are regularly troublesome.
- Loneliness.
- Language Barrier.
- Not Enough Time.

IV. IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH

English plays an important role in our everyday life; there is Great utility of English in modern world. So, the use of English should be continued along with Hind and other regional languages

**In Business:** English is used widely by international business community. To communicate across national borders and maintain correspondence with overseas business parties or professionals, English is essential

**In Education:** English is important for higher education and specialized training. Most of the books on any subjects are

Written in English or quickly translated in English. English is the medium of instruction in Education in most universities and higher education institutes of the world.

**For Getting Job:** English is essential for getting a good job and better salaries. Multinational business organizations and many international corporations ask for people who have a good working knowledge of English. Even job advertisements in local market also require English knowing people. People who go abroad for work also need to know English. English is need for a variety of jobs as like air hostess, pilot, travel guide, media manager etc.

**For Information:** In today’s world of information superhighway, English is essential for getting easy access to any information. Almost any information is available is English. English is the language of information technology and internet.

**In Media and Entertainment:** English is important for access to world media and Entertainment. Satellite channels around the world telecast news and views in English. Games and sports are telecast live and their commentaries are also broadcasted in English. Cinemas, cartoons and other media productions are available in English.

**English language is widely used in official communications:** The abolition of English will adversely affect the office work. Most office-goers know English, but many of them do not know other languages besides their mother-tongue or regional language. Thus, they
V. CONCLUSION

The importance of English can't be denied. English is a world language within the world. Most of the people are using this language on the lifestyle. It’s a crucial language because we use this language to communication with other countries people. English may be a common language and you'll use English to become a world person. During this global era the people are urged to be ready to communicate globally. English plays a really important role especially in international communication. By mastering in English will ready to learn more knowledge and gather more information.

In India, majority of the workforce comes from rural areas as 75% of India lives in villages. The policy makers need to bridge the urban-rural divide in teaching of English. An English teacher teaching in rural schools has got to come up with innovative strategies within the classrooms. Skilled and committed teachers got to be appointed at primary level. Teachers should be upgraded and trained to satisfy the problems of the learners.
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